Katherine Stone’s Newly Released “Through The Fire” is an Extraordinary Account of Heaven and Miracles Throughout a Young Girl’s Kidnapping Experience

“Through The Fire” from Christian Faith Publishing author Katherine Stone is a fascinating memoir in which the author describes her horrific fight for freedom after having been kidnapped and shares a captivating report of her near-heaven experience.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) February 18, 2019 -- “Through The Fire” answers many of the questions that we all struggle with such as: Where is God during our struggles? Do miracles happen today? Does God keep His promises? Is it possible to forgive the unforgivable? Why would we forgive? What happens to us as we are dying? “Through The Fire” is the true life account of published author, Katherine Stone.

Kidnapped and left in the hills to die—this was the headline the kidnapper expected to read after abducting twelve-year-old Katherine. However, God had a different plan. Join the author as she recalls the inspiring true story of suspense, survival, and miracles. You will be amazed as this determined little girl works side-by-side with the investigators to stop the kidnapper from hurting others in the future. The bravery she revealed at the trial as she stood face-to-face with the man who swore to kill her if she talked is extraordinary.

Have you ever wondered where God is in our suffering? Katherine shares numerous miracles, including a near-heaven experience. Through this story, she shows how God is with us in our darkest hour. God doesn’t cause the struggles in our lives, but he is there to help us through the fire. You will be on the edge of your seat as you witness these miracles and Katherine’s description on how she finds her way to freedom.

After a traumatic event such as this, are we really free? Is it possible to forgive the unforgivable? You will be inspired to see how this young girl found strength beyond her own to survive and move past this traumatic event. Read how it is possible to break the chains of yesterday’s suffering and move forward into a life filled with love and happiness.

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Katherine Stone’s new book inspires readers to think about injustice and suffering in a new way. Stone gracefully encourages readers as she shares how to get through pain and to find peace after trauma. Stone reports, we have the choice to either let our pain break us, or to let it make us stronger. Through the author’s description of life lessons that she learned through this event, readers are left with a sense of love, joy and tranquility. Readers are inspired to live a purposeful life taking action with love. This book will surely stir every reader’s heart and mind and instill a thought of freedom through the grace of God.

View a synopsis of “Through The Fire: A young girl's extraordinary account of heaven and miracles throughout a kidnapping experience” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “Through The Fire: A young girl's extraordinary account of heaven and miracles throughout a kidnapping experience” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “Through The Fire: A young girl's extraordinary account of
heaven and miracles throughout a kidnapping experience”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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